Microsoft System Center
Configuration Manager
Camwood offer an SCCM service to help enterprises realise the benefits
that Microsoft Management can bring to the business. Whether the
primary driver is to enable self service application delivery, drive down
cost through centralisation or simply to enable future agility through
flexibility by connecting your IT to the Cloud, Camwood leveraging SCCM
can help.

Background
With an application-focused approach Camwood offer
Microsoft System Center 2012 (SCCM) consultancy to
help transform the way application services are
delivered to your organisation. Leveraging 15 years
experience in application management, Camwood will
consult on Best Practice design and configuration to
transform the management and end user experience of
application delivery in your enterprise through
Microsoft’s SCCM.

Camwood will help you
Standardise the delivey of application services
Simplify the management of applications
Implement self-service application deployment
Predict ongoing application SLA’s with
confidence
✓ Leverage detailed application metering, as part of
an ongoing auditing incentive
✓
✓
✓
✓

A fully leveraged SCCM implementation can provide
extensive insight into the behavior of applications
throughout the enterprise, on desktops, servers and
virtual machines. Streamlining the delivery,
management & troubleshooting of applications to
improve the end user experience significantly.
Extending SCCM’s legacy feature set with recent
innvoations (native & 3rd party) will broaden the scope
what has been traditionally thought of simply as a
deployment tool, in to an infrastructure that can
promote agility, automation, management & control.

Camwood’s innovative componentised consultancy
model provide s a mechanism to leverage only the
expertise and services that suit your enterprise.
Whether that be as simple as the implementation of a
single server infrastructure with an AppStore front end,
or a multi- region infrastructure, leveraging many of
System Center’s complimentary modules; Camwood’s
SCCM Service will provide you with the expertise you
need.
Camwood offers a shopping list of System Center
consultancy services from which to build a solution that
fits you enterprise.

Camwood can deliver
✓ A design for your SCCM infrastructure, based on
gathered business needs.
✓ Upgrade your existing SCCM Services
✓ Migrate alternative deployment services into
SCCM
✓ Implement self-service delivery of applications
✓ Configure and develop processes for selfservice authorisation
✓ Design, implement, configure and develop
complimentary tools:
• Application Controller
• Data Protection Manager o Operations
Manager
• Orchestrator
• Service Manager
• Virtual Machine Manager
Migrate
all applications for SCCM delivery
✓

A well managed portfolio is a pre- requisite to adopting a Cloud 1st strategy; System Center can
be leveraged as an invaluable tool to achieve agility & mobility through the Cloud.

System Center Capabilities
Infrastructure
provisioning
Enterprise-class multi tenant
infrastructure for hybrid
environments.

Application
performance
monitoring

Infrastructure
monitoring
Comprehensive monitoring of
physical, virtual and cloud
infrastructure.

IT service
management
Flexible service delivery.

Deep insight into application
health.

Automation and selfservice
Application-owner agility
while IT retains control.

Camwood
professional services
Adding value with over a
decade of specialized
application, desktop and
deployment knowledge.

Related Services
✓ Application Store
✓ Application Rationalisation through Analytics

What’s next?
For more information about the SCCM service, contact us today on +44 (0)20 79770 999 or go to
camwood.com.

Why Camwood?
Since 1999, Camwood consultants have honed their skills on hundreds of complex application
management projects for companies like RBS, Environment Agency, Tube Lines, Santander, Lloyds TSB,
BAE Systems and HMRC.
We offer unique and proven methodologies for application discovery, rationalisation, migration and
management. We have also developed a set of software tools, including Application Lifecycle Manager
(ALM) and Application Migration Intelligence (AMI), to dramatically reduce the time and cost associated
with managing large application estates.
No one understands application change better than Camwood – and no one delivers more comprehensive
and focused application lifecycle management services.
To discover more about how Camwood can help you to achieve application agility in your organisation, get
in touch with us today.

Contact us
0207 977 0999
info@camwood.com

Follow us
! "

